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Abstract—This paper describes a methodology for detecting
anomalies from sequentially observed and potentially noisy
data. The proposed approach consists of two main elements: (1)
filtering, or assigning a belief or likelihood to each successive
measurement based upon our ability to predict it from
previous noisy observations, and (2) hedging, or flagging
potential anomalies by comparing the current belief against
a time-varying and data-adaptive threshold. The threshold is
adjusted based on the available feedback from an end user.
Our algorithms, which combine universal prediction with recent
work on online convex programming, do not require computing
posterior distributions given all current observations and involve
simple primal-dual parameter updates. At the heart of the
proposed approach lie exponential-family models which can
be used in a wide variety of contexts and applications, and
which yield methods that achieve sublinear per-round regret
against both static and slowly varying product distributions with
marginals drawn from the same exponential family. Moreover,
the regret against static distributions coincides with the minimax
value of the corresponding online strongly convex game. We
also prove bounds on the number of mistakes made during the
hedging step relative to the best offline choice of the threshold
with access to all estimated beliefs and feedback signals. We
validate the theory on synthetic data drawn from a time-varying
distribution over binary vectors of high dimensionality, as well
as on the Enron email dataset.
Keywords: anomaly detection, exponential families, filtering,
individual sequences, label-efficient prediction, minimax regret,
online convex programming, prediction with limited feedback,
sequential probability assignment, universal prediction.
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feedback. We assume we sequentially monitor the state of
some system of interest. At each time step, we observe a
possibly noise-corrupted version zt of the current state xt ,
and need to infer whether xt is anomalous relative to the
actual sequence xt−1 = (x1 , . . . , xt−1 ) of the past states.
This inference is encapsulated in a binary decision ybt , which
can be either −1 (non-anomalous or nominal behavior) or +1
(anomalous behavior). After announcing our decision, we may
occasionally receive feedback on the “true” state of affairs and
use it to adjust the future behavior of the decision-making
mechanism.
Our inference engine should make good use of this feedback, whenever it is available, to improve its future performance. One reasonable way to do it is as follows. Having
observed z t−1 (but not zt ), we can use this observation to
assign “beliefs” or “likelihoods” to the clean state xt . Let
us denote this likelihood assignment as pt (xt |z t−1 ). Then, if
we actually had access to the clean observation xt , we could
evaluate pt = pt (xt |z t−1 ) and declare an anomaly (b
yt = +1)
if pt < τt , where τt is some positive threshold; otherwise we
would set ybt = −1 (no anomaly at time t). This approach is
based on the intuitive idea that a new observation xt should
be declared anomalous if it is very unlikely based on our
past knowledge (namely, z t−1 ). In other words, observations
are considered anomalous if they are in a portion of the
observation domain which has very low likelihood according
to the best probability model that can be assigned to them on
the basis of previously seen observations. (In fact, anomaly
detection algorithms based on density level sets revolve around
precisely this kind of reasoning.) The complication here,
however, is that we do not actually observe xt , but rather
its noise-corrupted version zt . Thus, we settle instead for an
estimate pbt of pt based on zt and compare this estimate against
τt . If we receive feedback yt at time t and it differs from our
label ybt , then we adjust the threshold appropriately.
A. Contributions
There are several challenging aspects inherent in the problem of sequential anomaly detection:
• The observations cannot be assumed to be independent,
identically distributed, or even come from a realization
of a stochastic process. In particular, an adversary may
be injecting false data into the sequence of observations
to cripple our anomaly detection system.
• Observations may be contaminated by noise or be observed through an imperfect communication channel.
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•

•

Declaring observations anomalous if their likelihoods fall
below some threshold is a popular and effective strategy
for anomaly detection, but setting this threshold is a
notoriously difficult problem.
Obtaining feedback on the quality of automated anomaly
detection is costly as it generally involves considerable
effort by a human expert or analyst. Thus, if we have
an option to request such feedback at any time step, we
should exercise this option sparingly and keep the number
of requests to a minimum. Alternatively, the times when
we receive feedback may be completely arbitrary and not
under our control at all — for instance, we may receive
feedback only when we declare false positives or miss
true anomalies.

In this paper, we propose a general methodology for addressing these challenges. With apologies to H.P. Lovecraft [1],
we will call our proposed framework FHTAGN, or Filtering
and Hedging for Time-varying Anomaly recoGNition. More
specifically, the two components that make up FHTAGN are:
•

•

Filtering — the sequential process of updating beliefs on
the next state of the system based on the noisy observed
past. The term “filtering” comes from statistical signal
processing [2] and is intended to signify the fact that the
beliefs of interest concern the unobservable actual system
state, yet can only be computed in a causal manner from
its noise-corrupted observations.
Hedging — the sequential process of flagging potential
anomalies by comparing the current belief against a timevarying threshold. The rationale for this approach comes
from the intuition that a behavior we could not have
predicted well based on the past is likely to be anomalous.
The term “hedging” is meant to indicate the fact that the
threshold is dynamically raised or lowered, depending on
the type of the most recent mistake (a false positive or a
missed anomaly) made by our inference engine.

Rather than explicitly modeling the evolution of the system
state and then designing methods for that model (e.g., using
Bayesian updates [2], [3]), we adopt an “individual sequence”
(or “universal prediction” [4]) perspective and strive to perform provably well on any individual observation sequence
in the sense that our per-round performance approaches that
of the best offline method with access to the entire data
sequence. This approach allows us to sidestep challenging
statistical issues associated with dependent observations or
dynamic and evolving probability distributions, and is robust
to noisy observations. We make the following contributions:
1) We cast both filtering and hedging as instances of Online
Convex Programming (or OCP), as defined by Zinkevich [5].
This will permit us to implement both of these ingredients
of FHTAGN using a powerful primal-dual method of Mirror
Descent [6], [7] and quantify their performance in a unified
manner via regret bounds relative to the best offline strategy
with access to the full observation sequence.
2) We show that the filtering step can be implemented as
a sequential assignment of beliefs, or probabilities, to the
system state based on the past noisy observations, where
the probabilities are computed according to an exponential

family model whose natural parameter is dynamically determined based on the past. We present a strategy based
on mirror descent for sequentially assigning a time-varying
product distribution with exponential-family marginals to the
observed noisy sequence of system states and prove regret
bounds relative to the best i.i.d. model as well as to the best
sufficiently slowly changing model that can be assigned to
the observation sequence in hindsight. These regret bounds
improve and extend our preliminary results [8]; in addition
to tightening the bounds presented in that work, we extend
the results to more general settings in which data may be
corrupted by noise. The main thing to keep in mind about
the individual-sequence setting is that neither the sequence of
probability assignments nor the best model that can be chosen
offline should be interpreted as estimates of some “true”
stochastic process model of the observation sequence. Rather,
both should be viewed as algorithmic strategies for predicting
the next observation given the past (cf. the survey paper by
Merhav and Feder [4] for more details on the differences and
the similarities between the more familiar probabilistic setting
and the deterministic, individual-sequence setting used in this
paper).
3) We show that the hedging step can be implemented
as a sequential selection of the critical threshold, such that
whenever the estimated belief for the current state falls below
this threshold, we declare an anomaly. We develop methods
to incorporate available feedback and establish regret-type
bounds on the number of mistakes relative to the best threshold
that can be selected in hindsight with access to the entire
sequence of assigned beliefs and feedback.
As described in the useful survey by Chandola et al. [9],
several methods for anomaly detection have been developed
using supervised [10], semi-supervised [11], and unsupervised
[12] learning methods. In the online, individual-sequence
setting we adopt, however, there is no intrinsic notion of
what constitutes an anomaly. Instead, we focus on extrinsic
anomalous behavior relative to the best model we can guess
for the next observation based on what we have seen in the
past. We are not aware of any anomaly detection performance
bounds in non-stationary or adversarial settings prior to our
work.
B. Notation
We will follow the following notational conventions. “Basic” sets will be denoted by sans-serif uppercase letters,
e.g., U, X, Z, while classes of sets and functions will be
denoted by script letters, e.g., C, F, G. Given a set X, we will
denote by Xk the k-fold Cartesian product of X with itself
and by xk a representative k-tuple from Xk . The set of all
(one-sided) infinite sequences over X will be denoted by X∞ ,
and a representative element will be written in boldface as
x = (x1 , x2 , . . .). The interior of a set U will be denoted
by Int U. The standard Euclidean inner product between two
vectors u, v ∈ Rm will be denoted by hu, vi.
II. P RELIMINARIES
This section is devoted to setting up the basic terminology
and machinery to be used throughout the paper. This includes
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background information on online convex programming (Section II-A) and on exponential families (Section II-C).

Then the goal would be to select a suitable restricted subset
CT ⊂ UT and design µT to ensure that the worst-case regret
sup

A. Online convex programming
The philosophy advocated in the present paper is that the
tasks of sequential probability assignment and threshold selection can both be viewed as a game between two opponents, the
Forecaster and the Environment. The Forecaster is continually
predicting changes in a dynamic Environment, where the effect
of the Environment is represented by an arbitrarily varying
sequence of convex cost functions over a given feasible set,
and the goal of the Forecaster is to pick the next feasible
point in such a way as to keep the cumulative cost as low as
possible. This is broadly formulated as the problem of online
convex programming, or OCP [5], [13], [14]. An OCP problem
with horizon T is specified by a convex feasible set U ⊆ Rd
and a family of convex functions F = {f : U → R}, and is
described as follows:
Algorithm 1 An abstract Online Convex Programming problem
The Forecaster picks an arbitrary initial point u
b1 ∈ U
for t = 1, 2, . . . , T do
The Environment picks a convex function ft ∈ F
The Forecaster observes ft and incurs the cost ft (b
ut )
The Forecaster picks a new point u
bt+1 ∈ U
end for
The total P
cost incurred by the Forecaster after T rounds is
T
given by
ut ) (here and in the sequel, hats denote
t=1 ft (b
quantities selected by the Forecaster on the basis of past
observations). At each time t, the Forecaster’s move u
bt must
satisfy a causality constraint in that it may depend only on his
past moves u
bt−1 and on the past functions f t−1 selected by
the Environment. Thus, the behavior of the Forecaster may be
described by a sequence of functions
µt : Ut−1 × F t−1 → U,

t = 1, 2, . . . , T

so that u
bt = µt (b
ut−1 , f t−1 ). We will refer to any such
T
sequence µ = {µt : Ut−1 × F t−1 → U}Tt=1 as a T step strategy of the Forecaster. Informally, the goal of the
Forecaster is to do almost as well as if he could observe
the cost functions f1 , . . . , fT all at once. For instance, we
might want to minimize the difference between the actual
cost incurred after T rounds of the game and the smallest
cumulative cost that could be achieved in hindsight using a
single feasible point. To that end, given a strategy µT and a
cost function tuple f T , let us define the regret w.r.t. a timevarying tuple uT = (u1 , . . . , uT ) ∈ UT
T

T

T

RT (µ ; f , u ) ,
=

T
X
t=1
T
X
t=1

ft (b
ut ) −

sup RT (µT ; f T , uT )

f T ∈F T uT ∈CT

T
X

ft (ut )

t=1

ft (µt (b
ut−1 , f t−1 )) −

T
X
t=1

ft (ut ).

≡ sup

( T
X

f T ∈F T

t=1

ft (b
ut ) − inf

uT ∈CT

T
X

)
ft (ut )

t=1

is sublinear in T . (When ut = u for all t and for some u ∈ U,
we will write the regret as RT (µT ; f T , u), and the second sup
in the worst-case regret would be over all u ∈ U.)
Note that it is often convenient to think of a comparison
tuple uT ∈ CT as a strategy of the form µt : Ut−1 × F t−1 →
{ut }, i.e., ut does not depend on the previous points or cost
functions, but only on the time index t. This allows us to
speak of comparison classes of strategies; however, to avoid
confusion, we will always use the notation µT (possibly with
subscripts) to distinguish the Forecaster’s observation-driven
strategy from a comparison strategy uT , which may be timevarying but is always observation-independent. This is similar
to the distinction made in control theory between closedloop (or feedback) policies and open-loop policies [15]: a
closed-loop policy is a sequence of functions for selecting
the next control signal based on the past control signals and
past observations, while an open-loop policy is a sequence of
control signals fixed in advance. From this point of view, the
regret pertains to the difference in cumulative costs between a
feedback policy (µT ) and the best open-loop policy in some
reference class C.
Remark 1 (Hannan consistency). More generally, we can
consider unbounded-horizon strategies µ = {µt : Ut−1 ×
F t−1 → U}. Then, given a comparison class C ⊂ U∞ of
open-loop strategies, the design goal is to ensure that
RT (µ; C) , sup sup RT (µT ; f T , uT ) = o(T ).

(1)

f ∈F ∞ u∈C

Any strategy µ that achieves (1) over a comparison class C
is said to be Hannan-consistent w.r.t. F and C; see the text
of Cesa-Bianchi and Lugosi [16] for a thorough discussion.
One important comparison class is composed of all static (or
constant) sequences, i.e., all u ∈ U∞ such that u1 = u2 = . . ..
This class, which we will denote by Cstat , is in one-to-one
correspondence with the feasible set U, so
RT (µ; Cstat ) = sup sup RT (µT ; f T , u),
f ∈F ∞ u∈U

and we will also denote this worst-case regret by RT (µ; U).
B. The mirror descent procedure
A generic procedure for constructing OCP strategies is
inspired by the so-called method of mirror descent [6], [7],
[17]. In the context of OCP, the rough idea behind mirror
descent is as follows. At time t the Forecaster chooses the
point
h
i
u
bt+1 = arg min ηt hgt (b
ut ), ui + D(u, u
bt ) ,
(2)
u∈U
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where gt (b
ut ) is an arbitrary subgradient1 of ft at u
bt , D(·, ·) ≥
0 is some measure of proximity between points in U, and ηt >
0 is a (possibly time-dependent) regularization parameter. The
intuition behind (2) is to balance the tendency to stay close to
the previous point against the tendency to move in the direction
of the greatest local decrease of the cost. The key feature of
mirror descent methods is that they can be flexibly adjusted
to the geometry of the feasible set U through judicious choice
of the proximity measure D(·, ·). In particular, when U is the
canonical parameter space of an exponential family, a good
proximity measure is the Kullback–Leibler divergence. The
general measures of proximity used in mirror descent are given
by the so-called Bregman divergences [19], [20]. Following
[16], we introduce them through the notion of a Legendre
function:
Definition 1. Let U ⊆ Rd be a nonempty set with convex
interior. A function F : U → R is called Legendre if it is:
1) Strictly convex and continuously differentiable throughout Int U;
2) Steep (or essentially smooth) — that is, if u1 , u2 , . . . ∈
Int U is a sequence of points converging to a point on
the boundary of U, then k∇F (ui )k → ∞ as i → ∞,
where k · k denotes any norm.2
The Bregman divergence induced by F is the nonnegative
function DF : U × Int U → R, given by
DF (u, v) , F (u)−F (v)−h∇F (v), u−vi, ∀u ∈ U, v ∈ Int U.
For example, if U = Rd , then F (u) = (1/2)kuk2 , where
k · k is the Euclidean norm, is Legendre, and DF (u, v) =
(1/2)ku−vk2 . In general, for a fixed v ∈ Int U, DF (·, v) gives
the tail of the first-order Taylor expansion of F (·) around v.
We now present the general mirror descent scheme for OCP,
where we also allow the possibility of restricting the feasible
points to a closed, convex subset S of Int U.
Algorithm 2 A Generic Mirror Descent Strategy for OCP
Require: A Legendre function F : U → R; a decreasing
sequence of strictly positive step sizes {ηt }
The Forecaster picks an arbitrary initial point u
b1 ∈ S
for t = 1, 2, ... do
Observe the cost function ft ∈ F
Compute a subgradient gt (b
ut ) at u
bt
Output


u
bt+1 = arg min ηt hgt (b
ut ), ui + DF (u, u
bt )
u∈S

end for
d

2

In the case when U = R and F (·) = (1/2)k · k , the
above algorithm reduces to the standard projected subgradient
1A

subgradient of a convex function f : U → R at a point u ∈ Int U is
any vector g ∈ Rd , such that
f (v) ≥ f (u) + hg, v − ui
holds for all v ∈ Int U [18].
2 Since all norms on finite-dimensional spaces are equivalent, it suffices to
establish essential smoothness in a particular norm, say the usual `2 norm.

scheme
u
et+1 = u
bt − ηt gt (b
ut )

u
bt+1 = arg min ku − u
et+1 k .
u∈S

The name “mirror descent” comes from the following equivalent form of Algorithm 2. Consider the Legendre–Fenchel
dual of F [18], [21]:
F ∗ (z) , sup {hu, zi − F (u)} .
u∈U

Let U∗ denote the image of Int U under the gradient mapping
∇F : U∗ = ∇F (Int U). An important fact is that the gradient
mappings ∇F and ∇F ∗ are inverses of one another [7], [16],
[17]:

∇F ∗ (∇F (u)) = u
∀u ∈ Int U, w ∈ Int U∗
∇F (∇F ∗ (w)) = w
Following [16], we may refer to the points in Int U as the
primal points and to their images under ∇F as the dual points.
Then, for each t, the computation of u
bt+1 in Algorithm 2 can
be implemented as follows:
1) Compute ξt = ∇F (b
ut )
2) Perform dual update ξet+1 = ξt − ηt gt (b
ut )
3) Compute u
et+1 = ∇F ∗ (ξet+1 )
4) Perform projected primal update:
u
bt+1 = arg min DF (u, u
et+1 )
u∈S

The name “mirror descent” reflects the fact that, at each
iteration, the current point in the primal space is mapped to
its “mirror image” in the dual space; this is followed by a
step in the direction of the negative subgradient, and then the
new dual point is mapped back to the primal space. In the
context of mirror descent schemes, the Legendre function F
is referred to as the potential function.
The following lemma (see, e.g., Lemma 2.1 in [17]) is a
key ingredient in bounding the regret of the mirror descent
strategy:
Lemma 1. Fix an arbitrary norm k · k on Rd and suppose
that, on the set S, the Legendre potential F is strongly convex
w.r.t. k · k with parameter α > 0, i.e., for any u, u0 ∈ Int S,
α
F (u0 ) ≥ F (u) + h∇F (u), u0 − ui + ku − u0 k2 . (3)
2
Then for any u ∈ S and any t, we have the bound
DF (b
ut+1 , u) ≤ DF (b
ut , u)
+ ηt hgt (b
ut ), u − u
bt i +

ηt2
kgt (b
ut )k2∗ ,
2α

(4)

where kvk∗ , sup{hu, vi : kuk ≤ 1} is the norm dual to k · k.
Remark 2. The Euclidean norm kuk = (u21 + . . . + u2d )1/2 is
dual to itself, k · k∗ = k · k.
The possibility of attaining sublinear regret using mirror
descent hinges on the availability of a suitable strongly convex
Legendre potential. Typically, the choice of the potential
function is influenced by the geometry of the underlying set U;
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the reader is invited to consult the papers by Beck and Teboulle
[7] and by Nemirovski et al. [17] for many examples.
The above Lemma 1 is central to our proofs of all the regret
bounds presented in the sequel. Thus, even though the overall
flavor of the proofs is similar to what can be found in the
OCP literature [5], [16], [13], [14], we feel that the use of
Lemma 1 (instead of the more usual arguments exploiting the
primal-dual form of MD and the “three-point formula” for
Bregman divergences [16, Lemma 11.1]) leads to simpler and
shorter arguments and allows us to seamlessly tie together
many different settings (e.g., both static and time-varying
comparison classes). The reader may also wish to consult
[22], where Lemma 1 is used to analyze adaptive closedloop control schemes based on mirror descent with data-driven
selection of the step size.

Example 2 (The Ising model). Consider an undirected graph
G = (V, E) and associate with each vertex α ∈ V a
binary random variable Xα ∈ {−1, +1}. In this case, X =
{−1, +1}V , ν is the counting measure, and we have the
following density for the random variable X = (Xα : α ∈
V ) ∈ {−1, +1}V :


X

X
pθ (x) = exp
θα xα +
θαβ xα xβ − Φ(θ) , (5)


α∈V

where θ is the collection of d = |V | + |E| real parameters
(θα : α ∈ V ) and (θαβ : (α, β) ∈ E). The log partition
function is


X

X
X
Φ(θ) = log
exp
θα xα +
θαβ xα xβ .


x∈X

C. Background on exponential families
This section is devoted to a brief summary of the basics of
exponential families; Amari and Nagaoka [23] or Wainwright
and Jordan [24] give more details.
We assume that the observation space X is equipped with
a σ-algebra B and a σ-finite measure ν on (X, B). Given a
positive integer d, let φ : X → Rd be a measurable function,
and let φk , k = 1, 2, . . . , d, denote its components:
T
φ(x) = φ1 (x), . . . , φd (x) .
Let Θ be the set of all θ ∈ Rd such that
Z

exp hθ, φ(x)i dν(x) < +∞.
X

We then have the following definition:
Definition 2. The set P(φ) of probability distributions on
(X, B) parametrized by θ ∈ Θ, such that the probability
density function of each Pθ ∈ P(φ) w.r.t. the measure ν can
be expressed as

pθ (x) = exp hθ, φ(x)i − Φ(θ) ,
where

Z
Φ(θ) , log
X


exp hθ, φ(x)i dν(x),

is called an exponential family with sufficient statistic φ. The
parameter θ ∈ Θ is called the natural parameter of P(φ), and
the set Θ is called the natural parameter space. The function
Φ is called the log partition function.3
We will denote by Eθ [·] the expectation w.r.t. Pθ :
Z
Eθ [g(X)] =
g(x)dPθ (x)
ZX

=
g(x) exp hθ, φ(x)i − Φ(θ) dν(x).
X

Example 1. The simplest example is the Bernoulli distribution. In this case, X = {0, 1}, ν is the counting measure,
φ(x) = x, and Φ(θ) = log[1 + exp(θ)]. The natural parameter
space Θ is the entire real line. Under this parametrization, we
have pθ (X = 1) = eθ /(1 + eθ ).


(α,β)∈E

α∈V

(α,β)∈E

The sufficient statistic φ is given by the functions φα : x 7→
xα , α ∈ V and φαβ : x 7→ xα xβ , (α, β) ∈ E. Since Φ(θ)
is finite for any choice of θ, we have Θ = Rd , with the
components of θ appropriately ordered.

Example 3 (Gaussian Markov random fields). Again, consider
an undirected graph G = (V, E). For notational convenience,
let us number the vertices as V = {1, . . . , p}. A Gaussian
Markov random field (MRF) on G is a multivariate Gaussian
random variable X = (X1 , . . . , Xp )T ∈ Rp , where the
covariates Xα and Xβ are independent if (α, β) 6∈ E. Then
X = Rp and ν is the Lebesgue measure. The distribution of
X can be written exactly as in (5), the log partition function
Φ(θ) is finite only if the p × p matrix Γ , [θαβ ]pα,β=1 is
negative definite (Γ ≺ 0), so that the parameter space is
Θ = {((θ1 , . . . , θp )T , Γ) ∈ Rp × Rp×p : Γ ≺ 0, Γ = ΓT }.

D. General properties of exponential families
The motivation behind our use of exponential families is
twofold: (1) They form a sufficiently rich class of parametric statistical models (which includes Markov random fields
with pairwise interactions) and can be used to describe cooccurrence data, visual scene snapshots, biometric records, and
many other categorical and numerical data types. Moreover,
they can be used to approximate many nonparametric classes
of probability densities [25]. (2) The negative log-likelihood
function is convex in the natural parameter and affine in the
sufficient statistic. This structure permits the use of OCP.
We will need the following facts about exponential families
(proofs can be found in the references listed at the beginning
of Section II-C):
1) The log partition function Φ : Rd → R ∪ {−∞, +∞} is
lower semicontinuous on Rd and infinitely differentiable
on Θ.
2) The derivatives of Φ at θ are the cumulants of the
random vector φ(X) = (φ1 (X), . . . , φd (X)) when
X ∼ pθ . In particular,
T
∇Φ(θ) = Eθ φ1 (X), . . . , Eθ φd (X)
d

3 This

usage comes from statistical physics.

∇2 Φ(θ) = [Covθ (φi (X), φj (X))]i,j=1 .
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Thus, the Hessian ∇2 Φ(θ), being the covariance matrix
of the vector φ(X), is positive semidefinite, which
implies that Φ(θ) is a convex function of θ. In particular,
Θ, which, by definition, is the essential domain of Φ, is
convex.
3) Φ(θ) is steep (or essentially smooth): if {θn } ⊂ Θ is a
sequence converging to some point θ on the boundary
of Θ, then k∇Φ(θn )k → +∞ as n → ∞.
4) The relative entropy (Kullback–Leibler divergence) between
pθ1 and pθ2 in P(φ), defined as D(pθ1 kpθ2 ) =
R
p
log(p
θ
θ1 /pθ2 )dν, can be written as
1
X
D(pθ1 kpθ2 ) = Φ(θ2 ) − Φ(θ1 ) − h∇Φ(θ1 ), θ2 − θ1 i (6)
From now on, we will use the shorthand D(θ1 kθ2 ).
From these properties, it follows that Φ : Θ → R is a Legendre
function, and that the mapping DΦ : Θ × Int Θ → R, defined
by DΦ (θ1 , θ2 ) = D(θ2 kθ1 ), is a Bregman divergence.
III. F ILTERING : SEQUENTIAL PROBABILITY ASSIGNMENT
IN THE PRESENCE OF NOISE

The first ingredient of FHTAGN is a strategy for assigning
a likelihood (or belief) pt (·|z t−1 ) to the clean symbol xt
based on the past noisy observations z t−1 . Alternatively, we
can think of the following problem: if xt is the actual clean
symbol that has been generated at time t, then our likelihood
pt ≡ pt (xt |z t−1 ), though well-defined, is not accessible for
observation. Thus, we would like to estimate it via some
estimator pbt , which will depend on the actual observed noisy
symbol zt , as well as on the previously obtained estimates
pbt−1 = (b
p1 , . . . , pbt−1 ). In the field of signal processing,
problems of this kind go under the general heading of filtering;
this term refers to any situation in which it is desired, at
each time t, to obtain an estimate of some clean unobservable
quantity causally based on noisy past observations.
A. Sequential probability assignment: general formulation
1) Noiseless observations: Let us first consider the noiseless case, i.e., zt = xt for all t. Elements of an arbitrary
sequence x = (x1 , x2 , . . .) ∈ X∞ are revealed to us one at a
time, and we make no assumptions on the law that generates
x. At each time t = 1, 2, . . ., before xt is revealed, we have
to assign a probability density pbt (w.r.t. a fixed dominating
measure ν) to the possible values of xt . When xt is revealed,
we incur the logarithmic loss − log pbt (xt ) (the choice of this
loss function is standard and is motivated by informationtheoretic considerations; cf. the survey paper by Merhav and
Feder [4] for more details). Let D denote the set of all valid
probability densities w.r.t. ν. Then the sequential probability
assignment can be represented by a sequence π of mappings
πt : Xt−1 → D, so that
pbt = πt (xt−1 ),

or pbt (xt ) = [πt (xt−1 )](xt ).

We refer to any such sequence of probability assignments π
as a prediction strategy. Since the probability assignment pbt is
a function of the past observations xt−1 , we may also view it
as a conditional probability density pbt (·|xt−1 ). In the absence

of specific probabilistic assumptions on the generation of x,
it is appropriate to view
Z
Pbt (A|xt−1 ) ,
pbt (x|xt−1 )dν(x)
A

as our belief, based on the past observations xt−1 , that the next
observation xt will lie in a measurable set A ⊆ X. Another
way to think about π is as a sequence of joint densities
pbT (xT ) =

T
Y
t=1

pbt (xt |xt−1 ),

T = 1, 2, . . . .

In an individual-sequence setting, the performance of a
given prediction strategy is compared to the best performance
achievable on x by any strategy in some specified comparison
class C [4], [16]. Any such comparison strategy is also
specified by a sequence of conditional densities pt (xt |xt−1 )
of xt given xt−1 . Suppose first that the horizon T is fixed in
advance. Given a prediction strategy π = {πt }∞
t=1 , we can
define the regret w.r.t. p = {pt } ∈ C after T time steps as
RT (π T ; xT , pT )
,

T
X

log

t=1

=

T
X
t=1

log

1
[πt (xt−1 )](xt )

−

T
X
t=1

T
X

log

1
pt (xt |xt−1 )

1
1
log
−
.
pbt (xt |xt−1 ) t=1
pt (xt |xt−1 )

(7)

As before, the distinction between πt and pbt is that the former
is a mapping of Xt−1 into the space of probability densities
D, while the latter is the image of xt−1 under πt .
2) Noisy observations: We are interested here in a more
difficult problem, namely sequential probability assignment in
the presence of noise. That is, instead of observing the “clean”
symbols xt ∈ X, we receive “noisy” symbols zt ∈ Z (where Z
is some other observation space). We assume that the noise is
stochastic, memoryless and stationary. In other words, at each
time t, the noisy observation zt is given by zt = N (xt , rt ),
where {rt } is an i.i.d. random sequence and N (·, ·) is a fixed
deterministic function. There are two key differences between
this and the noiseless setting described earlier, namely:
1) The prediction strategy now consists of mappings π
bt :
Zt−1 → D, where, at each time t, pbt (·|z t−1 ) = π
bt (z t−1 )
is the conditional probability density we assign to the
clean observation xt at time t given the past noisy
observations z t−1 .
2) We cannot compute the true incurred log loss
− log pbt (xt |z t−1 ).
We are interested in sequential prediction, via the beliefs
π
bt (z t−1 ) = pbt (·|z t−1 ), of the next clean symbol xt given the
past noisy observations z t−1 . We assume, as before, that the
clean sequence x is an unknown individual sequence over X.
Moreover, under our noise model the noisy observations {zt }
are conditionally independent of one another given x.
B. Probability assignment in an exponential family via OCPbased filtering
We will now show that if the comparison class C consists
of product distributions lying in an exponential family with
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natural parameter θ ∈ Rd , then we can use OCP to design
a scheme for sequential probability assignment from noisy
data. The use of OCP is made possible by the fact that, in an
exponential family, the (negative) log likelihood is a convex
function of the natural parameter and an affine function of the
sufficient statistic.
Recall from Section II-C that a d-dimensional exponential
family consists of probability densities of the form pθ (x) =
ehθ,φ(x)i−Φ(θ) , where the parameter θ lies in a convex subset
of Rd . We will consider prediction strategies of the form
π
bt (z t−1 ) = pθbt (·),

t = 1, 2, . . .

(8)

where θbt is a function of the past noisy observations z t−1 .
The log loss function in this particular case takes the form
− log pbt (xt ) = −hθbt , φ(xt )i + Φ(θbt ),

x ∈ X.

Thus, the regret relative to any comparison strategy pθ induced
by a parameter sequence θ = {θt } ∈ Θ∞ via pt (·|xt−1 ) =
pθt (·) can be written as
RT (b
π T ; xT , pTθ ) =
=

T
X

X
1
1
−
log
pθbt (xt ) t=1
pθt (xt )

Example 4. In Example 1, x ∈ {0, 1}d and φ(x) = x, r ∈
{0, 1}d , where each component r(i) is a Bernoulli(p) random
variable independent of everything else (p < 1/2), and
z(i) = x(i) ⊕ r(i),

(11)

z(i) − p
,
1 − 2p

i = 1, . . . , d.

Example 5. Consider the Ising model from Example 2 and
suppose that each xα , α ∈ V , is independently corrupted by a
BSC with crossover probability p. Then an unbiased estimator
for φ(x) is given by

i
`(θbt , xt ) − `(θt , xt ) ,

`(θ, x) , −hθ, φ(x)i + Φ(θ).

zα − p
,
α∈V
1 − 2p
zα − p zβ − p
hαβ (z) =
·
,
1 − 2p 1 − 2p
hα (z) =

Because the log partition function Φ is convex, the function
θ 7→ `(θ, x) is convex for every fixed x ∈ X. Therefore, if
the observations were noiseless, i.e., zt = xt for all t, then
mirror descent could have been used to design an appropriate
strategy of the form (8). As we will show next, this approach
also works in the noisy case, provided an unbiased estimator
of φ(x) based on the noisy observation z is available. In fact,
our results in the noisy setting contain the noiseless setting as
a special case.
Let us fix an exponential family P(φ). We will consider
the comparison class consisting of product distributions, where
each marginal belongs to a certain subset of P(φ). Specifically,
let Λ be a closed, convex subset of Θ. We take C to consist
of prediction strategies pθ , where θ = (θ1 , θ2 , . . .) ∈ Λ∞
ranges over all infinite sequences over Λ, and each pθ is of
the product form pθ1 ⊗ pθ2 ⊗ . . ., i.e.,
xt−1 ∈ Xt−1 , t = 1, 2, . . . .

i = 1, . . . , d.

In other words, every component of z is independently related to the corresponding component of x via a binary
symmetric channel (BSC) with crossover probability p [26].
Then an unbiased estimator for φ(x) ≡ x is given by
h(z) = (h1 (z), . . . , hd (z))T , where
hi (z) =

where we have defined the function

pt,θ (·|xt−1 ) = pθt (·),

Here, the conditional notation E[h(z)|x] is shorthand for the
fact that the expectation is taken w.r.t. the common distribution
Q of r1 , r2 , . . ., while keeping the clean input x fixed:
Z
E[h(z)|x] = h(N (x, r))dQ(r).
(10)

T

log

t=1
T h
X
t=1

noise input r. In other words, h(z) is an unbiased estimator
of the sufficient statistic φ(x).

(9)

In other words, each prediction strategy in C corresponds to a
time-varying product density whose marginals belong to {pθ :
θ ∈ Λ}. From now on, we will use the term “strategy” to refer
to an infinite sequence θ ∈ Λ∞ ; the corresponding object pθ
will be implied.
Consider the noisy observation model zt = N (xt , rt ),
where {rt } is the i.i.d. noise process and N (·, ·) is a known
deterministic function. We make the following assumption:
Assumption 1. There exists a function h : Z → Rd , such that
E[h(z)|x] = φ(x), where the expectation is taken w.r.t. the

(α, β) ∈ E

so that we have E[hα (z)|x] = φα (x) = xα and E[hαβ (z)|x] =
φαβ (x) = xα xβ .

Example 6. Consider the Gaussian MRF from Example 3 and
suppose that each xα , α ∈ V , is independently corrupted by
an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel with noise
variance σ 2 [26]. In other words, z = (zα : α ∈ V ), where,
for each α ∈ V , zα = xα + rα with rα ∼ Normal(0, σ 2 )
independent of all other rβ , β 6= α. Then an unbiased estimator
for φ(x) is given by
(
zα2 − σ 2 , α = β
hα (z) = zα , hαβ (z) =
,
α, β ∈ V
zα zβ ,
α 6= β
so that E[hα (z)|x] = xα and E[hαβ (z)|x] = xα xβ .



By virtue of our Assumption 1, the filtering loss
b zt ) , −hθ, h(zt )i + Φ(θ)
`(θ,
is an unbiased estimator of the true log loss `(θ, xt ) for any
θ ∈ Θ:
h
i
b zt ) xt = −hθ, E[h(zt )|xt ]i + Φ(θ)
E `(θ,
= −hθ, φ(xt )i + Φ(θ) = `(θ, xt ).
This leads to the following prediction strategy:
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Algorithm 3 Sequential Probability Assignment via Noisy
Mirror Descent
Require: A closed, convex set Λ ⊂ Θ; a decreasing sequence
of strictly positive step sizes {ηt }
Initialize with θb1 ∈ Λ
for t = 1, 2, ... do
Acquire new noisy observation zt
Compute the filtering loss `bt (θbt ) = −hθbt , h(zt )i + Φ(θbt )
Output
h
i
θbt+1 = arg min ηt h∇`bt (θbt ), θi + D(θbt kθ)
θ∈Λ

end for
This induces the following sequential probability assignment
strategy:
πt = pθbt (·)
θbt+1 = arg min
θ∈Λ

D

(12a)

E
1
θ, ∇Φ(θbt ) − h(zt ) + D(θbt kθ) .
ηt
(12b)

For the reader’s convenience, Table I shows the correspondence between the objects used in Algorithm 3 and the generic
mirror descent strategy, i.e., Algorithm 2.
This approach has the following features:
1) The geometry of exponential families leads to a natural
choice of the Legendre potential and the corresponding
Bregman divergence to be used in the mirror-descent
updates, namely the log partition function Φ and the
Kullback–Leibler divergence D(·k·).
2) The optimization at each time can be computed using
only the current noisy observation zt and the probability
density pbt estimated at the previous time; it is not
necessary to keep all observations in memory to ensure
strong performance.
Azoury and Warmuth [27] proposed and analyzed an algorithm
similar to (12) in the setting of online density estimation over
an exponential family. However, they did not consider noisy
observations and only proved regret bounds for a couple of
specific exponential families. One of the contributions of the
present paper is to demonstrate that minimax (logarithmic)
regret bounds against static strategies can be obtained for a
general exponential family, subject to mild restrictions on the
feasible set Λ ⊆ Θ. This provides an answer to the question
posed by Azoury and Warmuth about whether it is possible to
attain logarithmic regret for a general exponential family.

2) Given a strategy θ and a time horizon T , define the
variation of θ from t = 1 to t = T as
T
X
VT (θ) ,
kθt − θt+1 k,
(13)
t=1

where k · k is taken to be the `2 norm for concreteness.
If the comparison class C consists of all time-varying
strategies θ = {θt } over Λ, then, under certain regularity
conditions on Λ and with properly chosen step sizes
{ηt }, the expected√regret
 of the algorithm in (12) will
be O (VT (θ) + 1) T .
The expectation in both cases is taken w.r.t. the noise process
{rt }. Moreover, in the absence of noise (i.e., zt = xt for all t),
the above regret bounds will hold for all observation sequences
x.
We will bound the regret of Algorithm 3 in two steps. In
the first step, we will obtain bounds on the regret computed
b ·) that hold for any realization of
using the filtering losses `(·,
the noisy sequence z = {zt }. In the second step, we will use a
martingale argument along the lines of Weissman and Merhav
[28] to show that the expected “true” regret is bounded by the
expected filtering regret.
1) Regret bounds for the filtering loss: We will consider
time-varying strategies of the form (9), where the set Λ is
restricted in the following way. Given a positive constant H >
0, define the set
n
o
ΘH , θ ∈ Θ : ∇2 Φ(θ)  2HId×d ,
where Id×d denotes the d × d identity matrix, and the matrix
inequality A  B denotes the fact that A − B is positive
semidefinite. Note that the Hessian ∇2 Φ(θ) is equal to
J(θ) , −Eθ [∇2θ log pθ (X)],

which is the Fisher information matrix at θ [29], [23], [24]. In
other words, ΘH consists of all parameter vectors θ ∈ Θ, for
which the eigenvalues of the Fisher information matrix over
Λ are bounded from below by 2H. Yet another motivation
for our definition of ΘH comes from the fact that ∇2 Φ(θ)
is the covariance matrix of the random vector φ(X) =
(φ1 (X), . . . , φd (X))T when X ∼ Pθ . Thus, a strictly positive
uniform lower bound on the eigenvalues of this covariance
matrix implies that any coordinate of φ(X) is sufficiently
“informative” about (or correlates well with) the remaining
coordinates. We will assume in the sequel that Λ is any closed,
convex subset of ΘH .
For any strategy θ = {θt }, define the cumulative true and
estimated losses
T
X
Lθ,T (xT ) ,
`(θt , xt ),
t=1

C. Regret bounds for OCP-based filter
We will now establish the following bounds on the expected
regret of Algorithm 3:
1) If the comparison class C consists of static strategies
θ1 = θ2 = . . . over Λ, then, under certain regularity
conditions on Λ and with properly chosen step sizes
{ηt }, the expected regret of the strategy in (12) will be
O(log T ).

b θ,T (z T ) ,
L

T
X

b t , zt )
`(θ

t=1

and the difference
b θ,T (z T )
∆θ,T (xT , z T ) , Lθ,T (xT ) − L
=

T
X
t=1

hθt , h(zt ) − φ(xt )i.
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Convex set
Cost functions
Project onto
Legendre potential
Bregman divergence

Generic MD
U
ft
S
F
DF (·, ·)

Algorithm 3
Θ
b zt ) ≡ −h·, h(zt )i + Φ(·)
`(·,
Λ
Φ
DΦ (·, ·) ≡ D(·k·)

TABLE I
C ORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN THE GENERIC MIRROR DESCENT (MD) AND A LGORITHM 3.

When θ is a static strategy corresponding to θ ∈ Λ, we
b θ,T (z T ), and ∆θ,T (xT , z T ). We first
will write Lθ,T (xT ), L
establish a logarithmic regret bound against static strategies in
Λ. The theorem below improves on our earlier result from [8]:
Theorem 1 (Logarithmic regret against static strategies). Let
b = {θbt } be
Λ be any closed, convex subset of ΘH , and let θ
the sequence of parameters in Λ computed from the noisy
sequence z = {zt } using the OCP procedure shown in
Algorithm 3 with step sizes ηt = 1/t. Then, for any θ ∈ Λ,
we have
T
2
b b (z T ) ≤ L
b θ,T (z T ) + (K(z ) + M ) (log T + 1), (14)
L
θ,T
H
where
1
1
K(z T ) ,
max kh(zt )k and M , max k∇Φ(θ)k.
2 1≤t≤T
2 θ∈Λ
Proof: Appendix A.
√
With larger step sizes ηt = 1/ t, it is possible to compete against time-varying strategies θ = {θt }, provided the
variation is sufficiently slow:
Theorem 2 (Regret against time-varying strategies). Again, let
b be the sequence of
Λ be any closed, convex subset of ΘH . Let θ
parameters in Λ computed from the noisy sequence z = {zt }
using the√OCP procedure shown in Algorithm 3 with step sizes
ηt = 1/ t. Then, for any sequence θ = {θt } over Λ, we have
√
b b (z T ) ≤ L
b θ,T (z T ) + 4M T VT (θ)
L
θ,T

T

2

√

(K(z ) + M )
(2 T − 1),
H
where K(z T ) and M are defined as in Theorem 1, and VT (θ)
is defined in (13).
+

Proof: Appendix B.
Remark 3. Regret bounds against a dynamically changing
reference strategy have been derived in a variety of contexts,
including prediction with expert advice with finitely many
time-varying experts [30], sequential linear prediction [31],
general online convex programming [5], and sequential universal lossless source coding (which is equivalent to universal
prediction with log-loss) [32], [33]. It is useful to compare the
result of Theorem 2 with some of these bounds. The results of
Herbster and Warmuth [31] and Zinkevich [5] assume fixed
and known horizon T . Furthermore, Herbster and Warmuth
[31] assume that the loss function is of subquadratic type
(see, e.g., Section 11.4 in [16]) and use a different scaledependent notion of regret and a carefully adjusted timeindependent step size. On the other hand, Zinkevich [5] uses

a constant step size η and obtains a regret bound of the
form O(VT /η + T η), where the constants implicit in the O(·)
notation depend on the diameter of the feasible set and on the
maximum norm of the (sub)gradient of the loss function. It is
not hard to modify the proof of our Theorem 2 to obtain a
similar regret bound in our case, including the constants. The
results of Shamir and Merhav [33] (which extend the work
of Willems [32]) deal with universal prediction of piecewiseconstant memoryless sources under log-loss. They propose
two types of algorithms — those with linearly growing perround computational complexity, and those with fixed perround complexity. For the first type, and with VT = O(1), they
obtain O(log T ) regret (which is optimal [34]); for the second
type, again with VT = O(1), they develop two schemes, one of
which attains O(log T ) regret for certain sources with “large”
jumps and O(T log log
√ T / log T ) in general, while the other
always achieves O( T log T ) regret. Since our algorithms
have fixed per-letter complexity, it is clear that we cannot
√
achieve the optimal O(log T ) regret; however, our O( T )
regret in the VT = O(1) case compares favorably against
the second fixed-complexity algorithm of [33]. Of course, the
reason why our algorithms have fixed per-letter complexity
comes from the special structure of the log-loss function for an
exponential family, which maps the problem into an instance
of OCP on the underlying parameter space.
2) Bounds on the expected true regret: We now proceed
to establish regret bounds on Lθ,T (xT ). The bounds of Theorems 1 and 2 reflected how close our cumulative loss might be
to that of a competing strategy on noisy data. We now show
that our proposed strategy ensures that the expected cumulative
loss on the unobserved clean data is close to that of competing
strategies. First, we need the following lemma, which is similar
to Lemma 1 in [28]:
Lemma 2. Let r = {rt } be the i.i.d. observation noise
process. For each t, let Rt denote the σ-algebra generated by
r1 , . . . , rt . Let θ = {θt } be a sequence of probability assignments, such that each θt = θt (z t−1 ). Then, for any individual
sequence x = {xt }, {∆θ,t (xt , z t ), Rt } is a martingale, and
b θ,T (z T ) = ELθ,T (xT ) for each T . The expectation is
so EL
conditional on the underlying clean sequence x, cf. (10).
Proof: Appendix C.
This leads to regret bounds on the proposed OCP-based
filter:
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Theorem 3. Consider the setting of Theorem 1. Then we have
T
T
E[Lθ,T
b (x )] ≤ inf Lθ,T (x )
θ∈Λ

E[(K(z T ) + M )2 ]
(log T + 1).
+
H
Likewise, in the setting of Theorem 2, we have

(15)

past moves of the Forecaster, u
bt , and the past cost functions
t−1
f . To allow the Environment more freedom, we assume
that the cost function at time t is selected from a set Ft which
may depend on the current move u
bt . With this in mind, let us
define, following Abernethy et al. [14], the minimax value of
the game as
RT∗ (U, F T ) = inf sup . . . inf

T
E[Lθ,T
b (x )]
i
h
√
≤ inf Lθ,T (xT ) + 4M T VT (θ)

u1 ∈U f1 ∈F1

( T
X

θ

E[(K(z T ) + M )2 ] √
+
(16)
(2 T − 1),
H
where the infimum is over all strategies θ over Λ, and the
expectation is conditional on the underlying clean sequence
x.
Proof: We will only prove (16); the proof of (15) is
similar. Proceeding analogously to the proof of Theorem 4
in [28], we have
T
b b (z T )
ELθ,T
b (x ) = ELθ,T
n
h
i
√
b θ,T (z T ) + 4M T VT (θ)
≤ E inf L
θ

o
E[K(z T ) + M )2 ] √
(2 T − 1)
H
h
i
√
T
b
≤ inf ELθ,T (z ) + 4M T VT (θ)
+

θ

E[(K(z T ) + M )2 ] √
(2 T − 1)
+
H
h
i
√
= inf Lθ,T (xT ) + 4M T VT (θ)
θ

E[(K(z T ) + M )2 ] √
(2 T − 1),
H
where the first step follows from Lemma 2, the second from
Theorem 2, the third from the fact that E inf[·] ≤ inf E[·], and
the last from Lemma 2 and the fact that the expectation is
taken with respect to the distribution of zt |xt .
+

Remark 4. In the usual regret notation, the bounds of Theorem 3 can be written as follows:
E[(K(z T ) + M )2 ]
(log T + 1)
ERT (π ; x , θ) ≤
H
T

and

T

√
ERT (π T ; xT , θT ) ≤ 4M T VT (θ)

E[(K(z T ) + M )2 ] √
(2 T − 1).
H
3) Minimax optimality and Hannan consistency: Finally,
we make a few comments regarding minimax optimality and
Hannan consistency of the strategies described in this section.
Recall the OCP game described in Section II-A. During each
round t = 1, 2, . . . , T , the Forecaster plays a point u
bt ∈ U,
the Environment responds with a convex function ft ∈ F, and
the Forecaster incurs the costP
ft (b
ut ). The Forecaster’s goal is
T
to keep the cumulative cost t=1 ft (b
ut ) as low as possible.
Let us suppose, moreover, that the Environment is antagonistic
in that it tries toPchoose the functions ft , so that the current
t
cumulative cost s=1 fs (b
us ) is as high as possible, given the
+

t=1

sup

uT ∈U fT ∈FT

ft (ut ) − inf

u∈U

T
X

)
ft (u) .

(17)

t=1

In words, RT∗ (U, F T ) is the worst-case regret of an optimal
strategy for the Forecaster. The order of the infima and the
suprema in (17) reflects the order of the moves and the
causality restrictions. Thus, the Forecaster’s move at time t
may depend only on his moves and on the cost functions
revealed at times s = 1, . . . , t − 1; the Environment’s cost
function at time t may depend only on the Forecaster’s moves
at times s = 1, . . . , t and on the cost functions at times
s = 1, . . . , t − 1. Then we have the following bounds:

Theorem 4 ([14]). Suppose that U ⊂ Rd is compact and
convex, and there exist some constants G, σ > 0 such that at
each time t the functions in Ft satisfy the following conditions:

Ft = f : k∇f (b
ut )k ≤ G, ∇2 f  σId×d
Then

G2
G2
log(T + 1) ≤ RT∗ (U, F T ) ≤
(log T + 1).
2σ
2σ
We can particularize this result to our case. Consider the
setting of Theorem 1 in the noiseless regime: xt = zt , ∀t. Let
us fix a constant K > 0 and let U = Λ and
n
F1 = . . . = FT = fx = `(·, x)
o
= −h·, φ(x)i + Φ(·) : x ∈ X, kφ(x)k ≤ 2K .
Then, by hypothesis, each fx ∈ Ft satisfies
k∇fx (θ)k ≤ kφ(x)k + k∇Φ(θ)k ≤ 2(K + M ).
Moreover, each fx ∈ Ft satisfies ∇2 fx (θ) = ∇2 Φ(θ) 
2HId×d at every θ ∈ Λ. Thus, applying Theorem 4 with
G = 2(K + M ) and σ = 2H, we get
(K + M )2
log(T + 1) ≤ RT∗ (Λ, F T )
H
(K + M )2
≤
(log T + 1).
H
On the other hand, with these assumptions we have K(z T ) =
K(xT ) = K, and so our regret bound from Theorem 1 is of
the form
(K + M )2
RT ≤
(log T + 1),
H
and thus we attain the minimax value RT∗ (Λ, F T ).
We can also establish a weak form of Hannan consistency
for the OCP filters of Theorems 1 and 2. Let G denote the set
of all sequences x ∈ X∞ , such that
E[(K(z T ) + M )2 ] = o(T / log T ).

(18)
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For example, if h and φ have uniformly bounded norms, then
G ≡ X∞ . Then the filter of Theorem 1 satisfies
1
lim sup sup E[RT (π T ; xT , θ)] = 0
T →∞ T θ∈Λ
for any x ∈ G. As for the filter of Theorem 2, consider any
set C of all time-varying strategies θ ∈ Λ∞ , such that
√
sup VT (θ) = o( T ).
θ∈C

Then
lim sup
T →∞

1
sup E[RT (π T ; xT , θT )] = 0
T θ∈C

(19)

for any x ∈ G. For example, consider the set C of all piecewise
constant strategies θ ∈ Λ∞ , such that kT , the maximum
√
number of switches in any θT +1 , satisfies kT = o( T ).
Assume also that Λ is compact. Then for any θ ∈ C we have
sup VT (θ) = sup
θ∈C

T
X

θ∈C t=1

kθt+1 − θt k

≤ diam(Λ) · kT
√
= o( T ),

(20)

so we have Hannan consistency.
Stronger bounds that hold uniformly over the choice of
the observation sequence x are also possible, provided the
convergence in (18) is uniform; in other words, if we have a
set Ḡ ⊆ X∞ , such that
lim sup sup
T →∞ x∈Ḡ

yt as 1 if zt is anomalous and −1 if zt is not anomalous.
However, since it is often desirable to minimize human intervention and analysis of each observation, we seek to limit
the amount of feedback received. To this end, two possible
scenarios could be considered:
• At each time t, the Forecaster randomly decides whether
to request a label from the end user. A label is requested
with probability that may depend on ft and τt .
• At each time t, the end-user arbitrarily chooses whether
to provide a label to the Forecaster; the Forecaster has
no control over whether or not it receives a label.
As we will see, the advantage of the first approach is that it
allows us to bound the average performance over all possible
choices of times at which labels are received, resulting in
stronger bounds. The advantage of the second approach is
that is may be more practical or convenient in many settings.
For instance, if an anomaly is by chance noticed by the end
user or if an event flagged by the Forecaster as anomalous is,
upon further investigation, determined to be non-anomalous,
this information is readily available and can easily be provided
to the Forecaster. In the sequel, we will develop performance
bounds for both of these regimes.
In both settings, we will be interested in the number of
mistakes made by the Forecaster over T time steps. At each
time step t, let ybt denote the binary label output by the
Forecaster, ybt = sgn(τt − ζt ), where we define sgn(a) = −1
if a ≤ 0 and +1 if a > 0. The number of mistakes over T
time steps is given by

E[(K(z T ) + M )2 ] log T
= 0,
T

then the convergence in (19) and (20) is uniform in x ∈ Ḡ.
IV. H EDGING : SEQUENTIAL THRESHOLD SELECTION FOR
ANOMALY DETECTION

In the preceding section we have shown how to perform
filtering, i.e., how to assign a belief pbt = pbt (z t ) to the clean
symbol xt , such that
"
#
T
T
X
X
1
1
t
x
≈
log
,
E log
t−1 )
t−1 )
p
b
(z
p
(x
t
t t |x
t=1
t=1
where pt (·|·), t = 1, . . . , T , is the optimal sequence of conditional probability assignments, under a (possibly time-varying)
exponential family model, for the entire clean observation
sequence xT .
The second ingredient of FHTAGN is hedging, i.e., sequential adjustment of the threshold τt , such that whenever
ζt , ζ(b
pt ) < τt , where ζ : R+ → R is a user-specified
monotonically increasing function, we flag zt as anomalous.
Remark 5. Note that this formulation is equivalent to sequentially setting a threshold τet such that, whenever pbt < τet , we
flag zt as anomalous. Using the monotone transformation ζ
allows us to sidestep challenging numerical issues when pbt is
very small. We will elaborate on this point later.
In order to choose an appropriate τt , we rely on feedback
from an end user. Specifically, let the end user set the label

T
X
t=1

1{byt 6=yt } ≡

T
X

1{sgn(τt −ζt )6=yt } .

(21)

t=1

For simplicity, we assume here that the time horizon T is
known in advance. We would like to obtain regret bounds
relative to any fixed threshold τ ∈ [τmin , τmax ] that could be
chosen in hindsight after having observed the entire sequence
of (ζ-transformed) probability assignments {ζt }Tt=1 and feedback {yt }Tt=1 (note that some yt ’s may be “empty,” reflecting
the lack of availability of feedback at the corresponding times).
Here, τmin and τmax are some user-defined minimum and
maximum threshold levels. Ideally, we would like to bound
T
X
t=1

1{sgn(τt −ζt )6=yt } −

inf

τ ∈[τmin ,τmax ]

T
X

1{sgn(τ −ζt )6=yt } . (22)

t=1

However, analyzing this expression is difficult owing to the
fact that the function τ 7→ 1{sgn(τ −ζ)6=y} is not convex in τ .
To deal with this difficulty, we will use the standard technique
of replacing the comparator loss with a convex surrogate
function. A frequently used surrogate is the hinge loss
`(s, y) , (1 − sy)+ ,
where (α)+ = max{0, α}. Indeed, for any ζ, τ and y we have

1{sgn(τ −ζ)6=y} ≤ 1{(τ −ζ)y<0} ≤ 1 − (τ − ζ)y + .
Thus, instead of (22), we will bound the “regret”
RT (τ ) ,

T
X
t=1

1{byt 6=yt } −

T
X
t=1

`t (τ ),

(23)
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where `t (τ ) is shorthand for `(τ − ζt , y√
t ). In the following,
we show that it is possible to obtain O( T ) surrogate regret
using a modified mirror descent (more precisely, projected
subgradient descent) strategy. The modifications are necessary
to incorporate feedback into the updates.
We point out that the algorithms underlying the hedging
step may be used in conjunction with any other method for
assigning beliefs to incoming observations; however, together
with our OCP-based filtering, they result in a low-complexity
anomaly detection system with provable performance guarantees.

A. Anomaly detection with full feedback
In order to obtain bounds on the surrogate regret (23), we
first analyze the ideal situation in which the Forecaster always
receives feedback. Let Π(·) denote the projection onto the
interval [τmin , τmax ]:
Π(α) ,

arg min (τ − α)2 .

τ ∈[τmin ,τmax ]

In this setting, the following simple algorithm, which is
essentially the perceptron algorithm (see, e.g., Chapter 12 of
[16]) with projections, does the job:
Algorithm 4 Anomaly detection with full feedback
Parameters: real numbers η > 0, τmin < τmax
Initialize: τ1 = τmin
for t = 1, 2, . . . , T do
Receive the estimated likelihood pbt , set ζt = ζ(b
pt )
if ζt < τt then flag zt as an anomaly: ybt = 1 else let
ybt = −1
Obtain feedback yt

Let τt+1 = Π τt + ηyt 1{byt 6=yt }
end for
Intuitively, the idea is this: if the Forecaster correctly
assigns the label ybt to zt , then the threshold stays the same;
if the Forecaster incorrectly labels a nominal observation
(yt = −1) as anomalous (b
yt = 1), then the threshold is
lowered: τt+1 ≈ τt − η; if the Forecaster incorrectly labels
an anomalous observation (yt = 1) as nominal (b
yt = −1),
then the threshold is raised: τt+1 ≈ τt + η. We also observe
that the above algorithm is of a mirror descent type with the
Legendre potential F (u) = u2 /2, with one crucial difference:
the current threshold τt is updated only when the Forecaster
makes a mistake. We obtain the following regret bound:
Theorem 5. Fix a time horizon T and consider the Forecaster
acting √
according to Algorithm 4 with parameter η = (τmax −
τmin )/ T . Then, for any τ ∈ [τmin , τmax ], we have
RT (τ ) =

T
X
t=1

1{byt 6=yt } −

Proof: Appendix D.

T
X
t=1

√
`t (τ ) ≤ (τmax − τmin ) T . (24)

B. Random, Forecaster-driven feedback times
We can now address the problem of online anomaly detection when the Forecaster has an option to query the end-user
for feedback when the Forecaster is not sufficiently confident
about its own decision [35]. Consider the following labelefficient Forecaster for anomaly detection using sequential
probability assignments:
Algorithm 5 Label-efficient anomaly detection
Parameters: real numbers η > 0, τmin < τmax
Initialize: τ1 = τmin
for t = 1, 2, . . . do
Receive the estimated likelihood pbt , set ζt = ζ(b
pt )
if ζt < τt then flag zt as an anomaly: ybt = 1 else let
ybt = −1
Draw a Bernoulli random variable Ut such that Pr[Ut =
1|U t−1 ] = 1/(1 + |ζt − τt |)
if Ut = 1 then request
feedback yt and let τt+1 =

Π τt + ηyt 1{byt 6=yt } else let τt+1 = τt
end for
This algorithm is, essentially, the label-efficient perceptron
(see Section 12.4 of [16]) with projections, and it attains the
following regret:
Theorem 6. Fix a time horizon T and consider
√ the label
efficient Forecaster run with parameter η = 1/ T . Then
"
E

T
X
t=1

#
1{byt 6=yt } ≤

T
X
t=1

√
`t (τ ) + (τmax − τmin ) T .

where the expectation is taken with respect to {Ut }.
Remark 6 (Computational issues involving very small numbers). In some applications, the beliefs pbt may be very
small. (For instance, in the Enron example presented in the
experimental results, pbt = O(e−100 ).) In such a case, we
will have Pr[Ut = 1|U t−1 ] ≈ 1, and our anomaly detection
engine will request feedback almost all the time. To avoid this
situation, the monotone transformation ζ is applied to pbt before
thresholding. For instance, one might consider ζ(s) = Cs or
ζ(s) = C log s for an appropriately chosen positive number C.
Note that the choice of ζ changes the form of the surrogate loss
function. Thus care must be taken when choosing ζ to ensure
(a) it approximates the original comparator loss as accurately
as possible, (b) a reasonable number of feedback requests are
made, and (c) numerical underflow issues are circumvented.
Proof: Appendix E.

C. Arbitrary feedback times
When labels cannot be requested by the Forecaster, but are
instead provided arbitrarily by the environment or end user,
we use the following algorithm to choose the threshold τ at
each time t:
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Algorithm 6 Anomaly detection with arbitrarily spaced feedback
Parameters: real number η > 0, τmin < τmax
Initialize: τ1 = τmin
for t = 1, 2, . . . , T do
Receive the estimated likelihood pbt , set ζt = ζ(b
pt )
if ζt < τt then flag zt as an anomaly: ybt = 1 else let
ybt = −1
if feedback  yt is provided then let τt+1 = Π τt +
ηyt 1{byt 6=yt } else let τt+1 = τt
end for
Under arbitrary feedback, it is meaningful to compare the
performance of the Forecaster against a comparator τ only at
those times when the feedback is provided. We then have the
following performance bound:
Theorem 7. Fix a time horizon T and consider the anomaly
detection with arbitrarily
spaced feedback Forecaster run with
√
parameter η = 1/ T . Let t1 , . . . , tm denote the time steps at
which the Forecaster receives feedback, and let  , m/T .
Then, for any τ ∈ [τmin , τmax ], we have
m
X
i=1

1{byti 6=yti } ≤

m
X
i=1

`ti (τ ) +

(1 + )(τmax − τmin ) √
T.
2

Proof: If we consider only the times {t1 , . . . , tm }, then
we are exactly in the setting of Theorem 5. This observation
leads to the bound
m
m
X
X

1 
`ti (τ ) +
1{byti 6=yti } ≤
(τmax − τmin )2 + T η 2 .
2η
i=1
i=1
√
With the choice η = (τmax − τmin )/ T , we get the bound in
the theorem.
D. Arbitrary horizon
So far, we have considered the case when the horizon T
is known in advance. However, it is not hard to modify the
proofs of the results of this section to accommodate the case
when the horizon is not set beforehand. The only change
that
√
is required is to replace the learning rate η = O(1/√ T ) with
a time-varying sequence {ηt }, where ηt = O(1/
t). Then
√
the regret bounds remain the same, namely, O( T ), possibly
with different constants.
V. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we demonstrate how our proposed anomaly
detection approach FHTAGN performs on simulated and real
data. We consider four numerical experiments. Experiments
1, 2a and 2b use simulated data. Experiment 1 tests the
filtering component of FHTAGN. Experiments 2a and 2b focus
on the hedging component of FHTAGN. Experiment 3 applies
FHTAGN to the Enron email database [36].
Experiment 1. For this experiment, we generate simulated
data by drawing from a temporally-evolving Bernoulli product
density. In Q
particular, we first draw i.i.d. samples according
500
∗
∗
to xt ∼
i=1 Bernoulli(βi,t ), where βi,t ∈ [0, 1] and
1 ≤ t ≤ 1000. Our observations zt ∈ {0, 1}500 are the noisy

versions of xt , where each bit xt (j) is passed through a BSC
with crossover probability 0.1. The goal is to causally estimate
∗
∗
∗
{βi,t
} from {zt }. Let µ∗t , (β1,t
, . . . , β500,t
). We choose µ∗t to
be piecewise constant in time, with changes at t = 100, 500
and 700. In this setting, knowing µ∗t allows us to compute
empirical regret with respect to the known data generation
parameters, and to compare it against the theoretical regret
bound in Theorem 2.
We apply Algorithm
√ 3 to the above data with the learning
rate set to ηt = 1/ t. Figure 1(a) illustrates the ground truth
µ∗t vs. the estimated parameter µ
bt . Figures 1(c)–(d) show that
the log-loss exhibits pronounced spikes at the jump times, and
then subsides as the Forecaster adapts to the new parameters.
Note that the variance of the log-loss is larger for the noisy
case. Finally, Figure 1(e) shows that the empirical per-round
regret is well below the theoretical bound in Theorem 2, with
the regret for the noisy case again slightly larger.
Experiment 2a. We now consider the detection of anomalies
using Algorithm 5. For this experiment, data is generated using
the same model described in Experiment 1 above. Recall that
the goal is to detect anomalies corresponding to observations
which would be difficult to predict given past data. In this
spirit, we define the 25 observations following each changepoint in µ∗t to be “true” anomalies, and our goal is to detect
them with minimal probability of error. The basic idea is that
after this window of 25 time steps, observations corresponding
to the new generative model should be predictable based on
past data and no longer anomalous.
In this experiment, the Forecaster queries the end-user for
feedback when |ζ(b
pt )−τt | is small. As discussed in Remark 6,
we use the transformation ζ(s) = Cs with C = exp(220).
Figure 2(a) shows the result of this experiment. Here the
declared anomalies are shown as black dots superimposed on
the log-loss, and the feedback times are depicted underneath.
This result is described in more detail and compared with the
result of Experiment 2b below.
Experiment 2b. This experiment is run on exactly the same
data as in Experiment 2a; the only difference is the feedback
mechanism. In particular, we test Algorithm 6, which is
designed for the case when feedback is provided at arbitrary
times. In this simulation feedback is always provided when
the Forecaster declares an event anomalous and with 20%
probability if it misses an anomaly.
Figure 2 shows the results of both experiments. For both
cases note that after the first jump (when feedback is first
received) the Forecaster adapts its threshold, allowing it to
dramatically increase its detection rate in subsequent jumps.
Specifically, Table II shows the number of detection misses
and false alarms for both Algorithms 5 and 6. For comparison, we also show the same performance measures for the
best static threshold chosen in hindsight with full knowledge
of the anomalies (i.e. {yt }). In both experiments, FHTAGN
outperforms static thresholding. The number of false alarms
is significantly lower than that of detection misses due to the
high initial value of the threshold τt , which is driven lower as
feedback arrives.
Experiment 3. Algorithm 5 was applied to the Enron email
database [36], which consists of approximately 500,000 e-
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Fig. 1. (a) Ground truth and (b) Estimated µ
bt . The µ values correspond to Bernoulli means, where lighter colors depict higher probabilities.
(c) Evolution of the log-loss from noiseless observations. (d) Evolution of the log-loss from noisy observations. The spikes at the jump times
(t = 100, 500, and 700, indicated by red squares) correspond to model changes. Note that the variance of the log-loss is larger for the noisy
case. (e) Per-round regret compared to theoretical upper bound. Again, the regret is larger for the noisy case.

Total Errors
False alarms
Detection misses

Label-efficient
Best static
FHTAGN
threshold
30
44
3
8
27
36

Arbitrary feedback times
Best static
FHTAGN
threshold
34
46
3
9
31
37

TABLE II
P ERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF FHTAGN WITH ANOMALY DETECTION
USING THE BEST STATIC THRESHOLD FOR E XPERIMENTS 2 A AND 2 B .
FHTAGN COMMITS SIGNIFICANTLY FEWER ERRORS . F OR THE E NRON
EXPERIMENT, FEEDBACK WAS REQUESTED FOR 91 OF THE 902 DAYS
CONSIDERED , AND ONLY 523 OF THE 902 DAYS HAD THEIR TEXT PARSED .

mails involving 151 known employees and more than 75,000
distinct addresses between the years 1998 and 2002. We use
email timestamps in order to record users that were active
in each day, either sending or receiving emails. This was
done for 1,177 days, starting from Jan. 1, 1999. We removed
days during which no email correspondence occurred, and
we consolidated each weekend’s emails into the preceding
Friday’s observation vector, resulting in a total of 902 days
in our dataset. For each day t, xt ∈ {0, 1}n is a binary
vector indicating who sent or received email that day. In
this setting, we let φ(x) = x leading to a dimensionality of
n = d = 75511. (There is no noise in this case, since we can
accurately identify sender and recipient email addresses.)
Algorithms 3 and 5 were applied to this dataset. The goal
was to causally determine an accurate predictive model of
email sender and recipient co-occurrences, and to identify
anomalous periods of email activity using feedback. For the
hedging component, we use ζ(s) = C log s with C = 0.0079,
η = 1450, and τ1 = pb1 . Feedback was received when

requested according to Algorithm 5.
The central idea here is that anomalous email discussion
topics correspond to anomalous email sender and recipient
co-occurrences. In this spirit, we generate oracle or expert
feedback (i.e., the {yt }) based on the email text from the
difference in word counts between day t and each of the
previous 10 days, and average the result. Upon a feedback
request at time t, we generate word count vectors ht using the
12,000 most frequently appearing words (to avoid memory
issues and misspelled words) for days t − 10, . . . , t − 1, t.
Specifically, the mean wordcount deviation et is computed as
et =

t−1
1 X
kht − hi k1
10 i=t−10

where k · k1 is the `1 norm. This can be considered a crude
measure of temporal variation in text documents. When the
deviation et is sufficiently high, we consider day t to be
anomalous according to our expert system (i.e., yt = 1). The
deviation metric et and the threshold determining yt are shown
in the right upper plot in Figure 3, but note that only a fraction
of these values need to be computed to run FHTAGN whenever
feedback is requested.
The results of Algorithm 5 are summarized in Table III and
Figure 3. FHTAGN performs very well (in terms of detecting
anomalies corresponding to the expert system designation
with low probability of error) relative to a comparator online
anomaly detection method which consists of comparing pbt
to the best static threshold, chosen in hindsight with full
knowledge of all filtering outputs and feedback. The left plot
in Figure 3 shows the time varying threshold τt in response to
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Fig. 2. (a) Anomalies detected (shown as small black dots) and false alarms (large red dots) by Algorithm 5, superimposed on the log–loss.

Forecaster query times are shown below the log–loss. Jump times (t = 100, 500, and 700) are indicated by large green squares. (b) A
similar plot of anomalies detected by Algorithm 6, with arbitrarily spaced feedback. In both cases, there were 25 true anomalies immediately
following each jump. After the first jump, the Forecaster adapted its threshold, enabling it to dramatically increase its detection rate in
subsequent jumps.
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Fig. 3. Online anomaly detection results on Enron corpus. Left plot displays filtering output, locations of missed anomalies (as declared by
our oracle), false positives, and correctly identified anomalies, as well as time-varying threshold τ . Upper right plot displays the probability
of requesting feedback where black circles indicate the locations where feedback was provided. Lower right plot displays oracle prediction
error et (from contextual evidence within a sliding window) compared to a static threshold to assign yt .

user feedback. In this experiment, ground truth anomalies do
not always correspond to large values of − log pbt but rather
to the degree to which contextual evidence differs from recent
history. With a 10-day memory, the notion of what constitutes
an anomaly is constantly evolving, and τt adjusts to reflect
the pattern. The lower right plot describes the probability
of requesting feedback over time with the days on which
feedback was requested indicated with black dots. This plot
suggests that feedback is more likely to be requested on days
where ζ(b
pt ) and τt have similar magnitude, which is expected.
Feedback was requested 91 out of 902 days, and because of the
sliding window used by our oracle to determine the true labels
yt , a total of 523 of the 902 days required text parsing (and,

generally speaking, any overhead associated with decrypting,
transcribing, or translating documents).

FHTAGN

Total Errors
False alarms
Detection misses

73
35
38

Best static
threshold
143
96
47

TABLE III
P ERFORMANCE COMPARISON FOR FHTAGN AND THE BEST STATIC
THRESHOLD ON E NRON DATA SET. F EEDBACK WAS REQUESTED FOR 91 OF
THE 902 DAYS CONSIDERED , AND ONLY 523 OF THE 902 DAYS HAD THEIR
TEXT PARSED .
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Some of the most anomalous events detected by our proposed approach correspond to historical events, as summarized
in Table IV. These examples indicate that the anomalies
in social network communications detected by FHTAGN are
indicative of anomalous events of interest to the social network
members.
Date
Dec. 1, 2000

May 9, 2001

Oct. 18, 2001

Significance
Days before “California faces unprecedented energy
alert” (Dec. 7) and energy commodity trading deregulated in Congress. (Dec. 15) [37].
“California Utility Says Prices of Gas Were Inflated”
by Enron collaborator El Paso [38], blackouts affect
upwards of 167,000 Enron customers [39].
Enron reports $618M third quarter loss, followed by
later major correction [40].

TABLE IV
S IGNIFICANT DATES IN E NRON ’ S HISTORY AND OUR ANALYSIS .

A PPENDIX
A. Proof of Theorem 1
For each t, let us use the shorthand `bt (θ) to denote the
b zt ), θ ∈ Λ. We start by observing that, for
filtering loss `(θ,
0
any θ, θ ∈ Θ we have4
Ei
h
D
`bt (θ) − `bt (θ0 ) + ∇`bt (θ0 ), θ − θ0

= −hθ, h(zt )i + Φ(θ) − − hθ0 , h(zt )i + Φ(θ0 )

− hh(zt ), θ − θ0 i + h∇Φ(θ0 ), θ − θ0 i
= hθ0 − θ, h(zt )i + hθ − θ0 , h(zt )i
|
{z
}
=0

+ Φ(θ) − Φ(θ0 ) − h∇Φ(θ0 ), θ − θ0 i

≡ D(θ0 kθ).

In particular, using (25) with θ0 = θbt , we can write
`bt (θbt ) − `bt (θ) = −h∇`bt (θbt ), θ − θt i − D(θbt kθ).

VI. C ONCLUSION
We have proposed and analyzed a methodology for sequential (or online) anomaly detection from an individual
sequence of potentially noisy observations in the setting when
the anomaly detection engine can receive external feedback
confirming or disputing the engine’s inference on whether
or not the current observation is anomalous relative to the
past. Our methodology, dubbed FHTAGN for Filtering and
Hedging for Time-varying Anomaly recoGNition, is based
on the filtering of noisy observations to estimate the belief
about the next clean observation, followed by a threshold test.
The threshold is dynamically adjusted, whenever feedback is
received and the engine has made an error, which constitutes
the hedging step. Our analysis of the performance of FHTAGN
was carried out in the individual sequence framework, where
no assumptions were made on the mechanism underlying
the evolving observations. Thus, performance was measured
in terms of regret against the best offline (nonsequential)
method for assigning beliefs to the entire sequence of clean
observations and then using these beliefs and the feedback
(whenever available) to set the best critical threshold. The
design and analysis of both filtering and hedging was inspired
by recent developments in online convex programming.
One major drawback of the proposed filtering step is the
need to compute the log partition function. While closed-form
expressions are available for many frequently used models
(such as Gaussian MRFs), computing log partitions of general
pairwise Markov random fields is intractable [24]. While there
exist a variety of techniques for approximate computation of
log partition functions, such as the log determinant relaxation
[41], [42], these techniques themselves involve solving convex
programs. This may not be an issue in the offline (batch)
setting; however, in a sequential setting, computations may
have to be performed in real time. Therefore, an important
direction for future research is to find ways to avoid computing
(or approximating) log partition functions in the filtering step,
perhaps by replacing the full likelihood with an appropriate
“pseudo-likelihood” [43], [44].

(25)

(26)

Now, by our hypothesis on Λ, the Legendre potential Φ is
strongly convex w.r.t. the Euclidean norm k · k with constant
α = 2H. Indeed, for any θ, θ0 ∈ Λ we have
Φ(θ) − Φ(θ0 ) − h∇Φ(θ0 ), θ − θ0 i
1
= hθ − θ0 , ∇2 Φ(θ00 )(θ − θ0 )i
2
≥ Hkθ − θ0 k2 ,
where in the second step θ00 is some point on the line segment
joining θ and θ0 , and the last step follows from the fact that
∇2 Φ(θ00 )  2HId×d for any θ00 ∈ Λ ⊂ ΘH . Thus, we can
apply Lemma 1 to (26) to get
`bt (θbt ) − `bt (θ)
= −h∇`bt (θbt ), θ − θt i − D(θbt kθ)

1  b
ηt
k∇`bt (θbt )k2 − D(θbt kθ).
≤
D(θt kθ) − D(θbt+1 kθ) +
ηt
4H
(27)
Now, if we define
∆t ,

(
0,
1

b
ηt−1 D(θt kθ),

t=1
t≥2

then we can rewrite (27) as
ηt
`bt (θbt ) − `bt (θ) ≤ ∆t − ∆t+1 +
k∇`bt (θbt )k2
4H
1
− D(θbt kθ) + D(θbt kθ) − ∆t
ηt
ηt
= ∆t − ∆t+1 +
k∇`bt (θbt )k2 ,
4H
where in the last step we have used the fact that, with ηt = 1/t,
1
D(θbt kθ) − ∆t = D(θbt kθ) for all t. Moreover, because
ηt

k∇`bt (θbt )k ≤ kh(zt )k + k∇Φ(θbt )k ≤ 2(K(z T ) + M ),
4 In the terminology of [13], (25) means that the function θ →
7
`bt (θ)
is strongly convex w.r.t. the Bregman divergence DΦ (θ, θ0 ) ≡ D(θ0 kθ)
with constant 1. In fact, their condition for strong convexity holds here with
equality.
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we get
T

2

(K(z ) + M ) ηt
.
`bt (θbt ) − `bt (θ) ≤ ∆t − ∆t+1 +
H
Summing from t = 1 to t = T , we obtain
T
X
t=1

b θbt , zt ) −
`(
≤

T
X
t=1

T
X
t=1

= ∆1 − ∆T +1 +
≤

T
X
t=1

b θbt , zt ) −
`(
≤

b zt )
`(θ,

(∆t − ∆t+1 ) +

Combining everything and summing from t = 1 to t = T , we
obtain

T
(K(z T ) + M )2 X
ηt
H
t=1

T
K + L)2 X 1
H
t
t=1

where in the last line we have used the estimate
RT
1 + 1 t−1 dt = log T + 1.

PT

t=1

t−1 ≤

B. Proof of Theorem 2
The main idea of the proof is similar to that in Theorem 1,
except that now care must be taken in dealing with the timevarying comparison strategy θ = {θt }. Using (27) with θ = θt
and the fact that D(·k·) ≥ 0, we can write

1  b
D(θt kθt ) − D(θbt+1 kθt )
`bt (θbt ) − `bt (θt ) ≤
ηt
ηt
+
k∇`bt (θbt )k2 − D(θbt kθt ). (28)
4H
Let us define
(
0,
t=1
0
∆t ,
1
b
ηt−1 D(θt kθt ), t ≥ 2
and Γt , D(θbt+1 kθt+1 ) − D(θbt+1 kθt ). Then we can rewrite
(28) as
1
ηt
k∇`bt (θbt )k2
`bt (θbt ) − `bt (θt ) ≤ ∆0t − ∆0t+1 + Γt +
ηt
4H
1
− D(θbt kθt ) + D(θbt kθt ) − ∆0t
ηt
1
ηt
0
0
≤ ∆t − ∆t+1 + Γt +
k∇`bt (θbt )k2 ,
ηt
4H
where the last step
√ uses the easily checked fact that, with the
choice ηt = 1/ t,
√
√
1
D(θbt kθt ) − ∆0t = ( t − t − 1)D(θbt kθt ) ≤ D(θbt kθt ).
ηt
Next, we have
D
E
Γt = Φ(θt+1 ) − Φ(θbt+1 ) − ∇Φ(θbt+1 ), θt+1 − θbt+1
D
E
− Φ(θt ) + Φ(θbt+1 ) + ∇Φ(θbt+1 ), θt − θbt+1
D
E
= Φ(θt+1 ) − Φ(θt ) + ∇Φ(θbt+1 ), θt − θt+1
≤ 4M kθt − θt+1 k .
Moreover, just as in the proof of Theorem 1, we have
k∇`bt (θbt )k2 ≤ 4(K(z T ) + M )2 .

b t , zt )
`(θ

t=1

∆0t

t=1

+
≤

(K(z T ) + M )2
log(T + 1),
H

T
X

T
X

−

∆0t+1



T
X
1
+ 4M
kθt − θt+1 k
η
t=1 t

T
(K(z T ) + M )2 X
ηt
H
t=1

T
(K(z T ) + M )2 X
4M
ηt
VT (θ) +
ηT
H
t=1

√
(K(z T ) + M )2 √
≤ 4M T VT (θ) +
(2 T − 1).
H
PT −1/2
In the last line, we√have used the estimate
≤
t=1 t
R T −1/2
1+ 1 t
dt = 2 T − 1.
C. Proof of Lemma 2
For each t, we have


E ∆θ,t+1 (xt+1 , z t+1 )|Rt
" t+1
#
X
=E
hθs , h(zs ) − φ(xs )i Rt
s=1

= E [hθt+1 , h(zt+1 ) − φ(xt+1 )i|Rt ]
#
" t
X
+E
hθs , h(zs ) − φ(xs )i Rt
s=1

= hθt+1 , E[h(zt+1 )|Rt ] − φ(xt+1 )i
t
X
hθs , h(zs ) − φ(xs )i
+
s=1

= 0 + ∆θ,t (xt , z t )
where in the third step we used the fact that θt+1 ,
{θs }s≤t , and {zs }s≤t are Rt -measurable, and in the last
step we used the fact that E[h(zt+1 )|Rt ] = φ(xt+1 ). Thus,
{∆θ,t (xt , z t ), Rt }t≥0 , with ∆θ,0 (x0 , z 0 ) ≡ 0 and R0 the
trivial σ-algebra, is a zero-mean martingale, and the desired
result follows.
D. Proof of Theorem 5
We closely follow the proof of Theorem 12.1 in [16],
except that we use Lemma 1 to highlight the role of mirror
descent and to streamline the argument. Let `0t (τ ) denote
the subgradient of τ 7→ `t (τ ). Note that when `t (τ ) > 0,
`0t (τ ) = −yt . Thus, when ybt 6= yt , the Forecaster implements

the projected subgradient update τt+1 = Π τt −η`0t (τt ) . Thus,
whenever ybt 6= yt , we may use Lemma 1:
`0t (τ )(τt − τ ) = (τ − τt )yt

1
≤
(τ − τt )2 − (τ − τt+1 )2 +
2η

1
=
(τ − τt )2 − (τ − τt+1 )2 +
2η

η 0
|` (τt )|2
2 t
η
,
(29)
2
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where the inequalities hold for every τ . Now, at any step at
which ybt 6= yt , i.e., sgn(τt − ζt ) 6= yt , the hinge loss `t (τ ) =
(1 − (τ − ζt )yt )+ obeys the bound
1 − `t (τ ) = 1 − (1 − (τ − ζt )yt )+
≤ (τ − ζt )yt

= −(τ − ζt )`0t (τt ).

(30)

Therefore, when ybt 6= yt , we have

We now take expectation of both sides. Let Ut denote the
σ-algebra generated by U1 , . . . , Ut , and let Et [·] denote the
conditional expectation E[·|Ut−1 ]. Note that Mt and |ζt − τt |
are measurable w.r.t. Rt−1 , since both of them depend on
U1 , . . . , Ut−1 , and that Et Ut = 1/(1 + |ζt − τt |). Hence
" T
#
" T
#
X
X
E
(1 + |ζt − τt |)Mt Ut = E
(1 + |ζt − τt |)Mt Et Ut
t=1

"

1 − `t (τ ) ≤ (τ − τt )yt + (τt − ζt )yt
| {z }

=E

 η
1 
(τ − τt )2 − (τ − τt+1 )2 + ,
(31)
2η
2
where we used the fact that ybt 6= yt implies that sgn(τt −
ζt ) 6= yt , so that (τt − ζt )yt < 0. Note also that when
ybt = yt , we will have τet+1 = τt , and since τt ∈ [τmin , τmax ],
τt+1 = Π(e
τt+1 ) = τt . Thus, the very last expression in (31)
is identically zero when ybt = yt . Hence, we get the bound
 η
1 
(τ − τt )2 − (τ − τt+1 )2 +
(1 − `t (τ ))1{byt 6=yt } ≤
2η
2
that holds for all t. Summing from t = 1 to t = T and
rearranging, we get
T
X
t=1

1{byt 6=yt } ≤

T
X
t=1
T
X

`t (τ ) +

1
Tη
(τ − τ1 )2 +
2η
2

(τmax − τmin )2
Tη
≤
`t (τ ) +
+
.
2η
2
t=1
√
Choosing η = (τmax − τmin )/ T , we obtain the regret bound
(24).
E. Proof of Theorem 6
We closely follow the proof of Theorem 12.5 in [16],
but, again, we use Lemma 1 to streamline and simplify the
argument. Introduce the random variables Mt = 1{byt 6=yt } .
Then, whenever Mt = 1, we have 1 − `t (τ ) ≤ (τ − ζt )yt .
When Mt Ut = 1 (i.e., when τt is updated to τt+1 ), we can
use Lemma 1 and obtain
1 − `t (τ ) ≤ (τt − ζt )yt + (τ − τt )yt
 η
1 
≤ (τt − ζt )yt +
(τ − τt )2 − (τ − τt+1 )2 + .
2η
2
From this, we obtain the inequality
(1 + |ζt − τt |)Mt Ut
 η
1 
(τ − τt )2 − (τ − τt+1 )2 + ,
≤ `t (τ ) +
2η
2
which holds for all t. Indeed, if Mt Ut = 0, the left-hand side
is zero, while the right-hand side is greater than zero since
`t (τ ) ≥ 0 and τt = τt+1 . If Mt Ut = 1, then yt (τt − ζt ) =
−(τt − ζt ) sgn(τt − ζt ) = −|ζt − τt |. Summing over t, we get
T
T
X
X
(1 + |ζt − τt |)Mt Ut ≤
`t (τ )
t=1

t=1

+

1
2η

T
X


 Tη
(τ − τt )2 − (τ − τt+1 )2 +
.
2
t=1

#
Mt .

t=1

<0

≤

t=1
T
X

Using √
the same argument as before with η = (τmax −
τmin )/ T , we obtain
" T
#
T
X
X
√
E
1{byt 6=Yt } ≤
`t (τ ) + (τmax − τmin ) T ,
t=1

t=1

and the theorem is proved.
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